Enhanced Protein Production in *Escherichia coli* by Optimization of Cloning Scars at the Vector–Coding Sequence Junction
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ABSTRACT: Protein production in *Escherichia coli* is a fundamental activity for a large fraction of academic, pharmaceutical, and industrial research laboratories. Maximum production is usually sought, as this reduces costs and facilitates downstream purification steps. Frustratingly, many coding sequences are poorly expressed even when they are codon-optimized and expressed from vectors with powerful genetic elements. In this study, we show that poor expression can be caused by certain nucleotide sequences (e.g., cloning scars) at the junction between the vector and the coding sequence. Since these sequences lie between the Shine–Dalgarno sequence and the start codon, they are an integral part of the translation initiation region. To identify the most optimal sequences, we devised a simple and inexpensive PCR-based step that generates sequence variants at the vector–coding sequence junction. These sequence variants modulated expression by up to 1000-fold. FACS-seq analyses indicated that low GC content and relaxed mRNA stability (ΔG) in this region were important, but not the only, determinants for high expression.
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In a typical bacterial protein production experiment, the coding sequence (CDS) to be expressed is cloned into a vector that contains well-defined genetic elements, such as an origin of replication, an antibiotic resistance marker, and sequences that control transcription and translation. 1,2 High levels of production are usually attained using high-copy vectors and promoters that permit high levels of transcription upon induction. It is also important to use a translation initiation region (TIR) that contains a Shine–Dalgarno (SD) sequence that is purine-rich and optimally spaced from the start codon by 3 to 6 nucleotides. This promotes interaction with the 16S rRNA during the initiation of translation. 3

Translation initiation is considered to be the rate-controlling step of translation, 4,5,6,7 and the nucleotide sequence of the TIR can have a direct effect on protein production. For example, nucleotide changes to the SD can affect protein production levels by as much as 600-fold. 8 The linker region between the SD sequence and the AUG is not thought to play a specific role; 9 however, there are reports that nucleotide changes in this region can also affect protein production. 10 A choice of start codon can also affect translation initiation, with AUG being more effective than alternative start codons. 6,9 Nucleotide sequences in the TIR can also modulate translation initiation by forming mRNA secondary structures that reduce the possibility of interaction with the ribosome. 3,13–18 Prediction algorithms that randomize the TIR in silico and select a sequence context that has a relaxed mRNA structure 19 or that combine relaxed mRNA structure with favorable interactions with the 16S RNA are available. 20–22 While these approaches are to some degree successful, there are areas in which they could be improved. 23

The initial phase of elongation is also thought to be important for protein production, as synonymous codon substitutions in the second and third codons can affect protein production levels. 24–27 However, it is not clear whether this affects expression by modulating (1) ribosomal speed (i.e., through a translational RAMP 28,29), (2) mRNA folding around the TIR, 3,18,30 or (3) a combination of both. 23

Despite the fact that all elements in a protein production experiment might have been selected for high-level expression, some CDSs are still difficult to express, and the reasons for this are not clear. 12,20,31–33 This context-dependent problem limits the rational design of expression experiments, causing time delays and increasing costs. To some degree, it can be addressed by utilizing ribosome binding site (RBS) calculators that select sequence contexts using thermodynamic principles (reviewed in ref 23), approaches such as transcriptional and translational coupling 34,35 or translational fusions. 15,18 In this study, we devised a PCR-based optimization step that modifies the junction between the vector and the coding sequence. The approach allowed us to express CDSs that were previously
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thought to be difficult to express, even though optimized genetic elements had been used. Thus, we were able to provide an experimental tool for addressing context-dependent expression.

The most commonly used vectors for protein production are the T7-based pET range, which we have used in this study. They allow expression of the CDS in strains of *Escherichia coli* that contain a lysogenized DE3 phage fragment encoding the T7 RNA polymerase. Examples of such strains include BL21(DE3) and derivatives that have been selected or engineered for high-level production.\(^1\,2\) Previously, we cloned S02 CDSs for *E. coli* membrane proteins into a modified version of the pET28a vector (herein called pET28a\(^{\text{XhoI}}\)\(^{\text{pLysS}}\)).\(^3\,2\) The CDSs were genetically fused to a region encoding a TEV-GFP-His\(_8\) tag (Figure 1a) so that whole cell fluorescence measurements could be used to estimate expression levels (Supporting Information Figure S1). While working with two difficult to express CDSs, araH\(^{\text{WT}}\) and narK\(^{\text{WT}}\), we noted that the choice of restriction site used for cloning could affect expression levels significantly. For example, when an Xhol site was present, araH\(^{\text{WT}}\) and narK\(^{\text{WT}}\) both expressed poorly (Figure 1b, lanes 1 and 4). In contrast, when the Xhol site was replaced with either EcoRI or DraI sites, the level of expression dramatically increased (Figure 1b, lanes 2, 3, 5, and 6). A possible explanation for this observation is that the combination of Xhol recognition sequence and the 5' end of the araH\(^{\text{WT}}\)/narK\(^{\text{WT}}\) resulted in unfavorable secondary structure when transcribed into mRNA. Since the 5' restriction enzyme site sits between the SD sequence and the start codon, it encodes part of the RBS, and strong mRNA structure in this region could affect translation initiation and therefore protein production.\(^13\,15\,17\,29\) Analysis of mRNA structure in this region supported this hypothesis, as it indicated that changing the restriction site relaxed the mRNA structures within the RBS (Figure 1c). On the basis of these data, we reasoned that cloning scars (defined here as sequences outside of the CDS that were used for cloning) could have a significant effect on expression.

To find optimal sequences at the vector–CDS junction, we designed a simple PCR step. In the experiment, the six nucleotides upstream of the AUG start codon, which contain the restriction enzyme recognition sequence, were changed in all possible combinations by PCR amplification of the original plasmid using degenerate primers (Figure 2a,b). We also changed the six nucleotides downstream of the AUG start codon so that synonymous codons could be sampled. The latter design concept was included because synonymous codon choice in the +2 and +3 positions can affect the expression of araH\(^{\text{WT}}\) and narK\(^{\text{WT}}\) (ref 24 and Supporting Information Figure S3) as well as other CDSs.\(^25\,27\) Note that we deliberately did not change the SD sequence, as it was already considered to be strong. The libraries that we generated were called pET28a\(^{\text{OPT}}\), araH\(^{\text{WT- OPT}}\) and pET28a\(^{\text{OPT- narK- OPT}}\), and it was mathematically possible that they contained 24,576 and 49,152 different vector–CDS junctions, respectively. Analysis of expression levels from 96 randomly selected colonies in these libraries indicated a 350-fold difference between the lowest and the highest expressing clones (Figure 2c,d). This difference was not caused by cell-to-cell variation, as little variation was observed when we assayed 96 colonies of the original unoptimized clones (see inset boxes). Significantly, the highest expressing clones from both of these small-scale screens were in excess of 60 mg/L, which is extremely high for a membrane protein.

**Figure 1.** Nucleotide sequences used for cloning affect expression levels. (a) Overview of the expression cassette used in this study. CDSs were cloned into a derivative of the pET28a vector (called pET28a\(^{\text{XhoI}}\)\(^{\text{pLysS}}\)) here and pGFP\(_e\) elsewhere\(^23\) using Xhol and KpnI restriction endonucleases. They were genetically fused to a region encoding the tobacco etch virus protease recognition sequence (TEV), green fluorescent protein (GFP), and an octa-histidine purification tag (His\(_8\)). In some experiments, the original Xhol site, located between the Shine–Dalgarno sequence (SD) and the AUG start codon, was changed to DraI or EcoRI. (b) Comparison of expression levels for araH\(^{\text{WT}}\) (red) and narK\(^{\text{WT}}\) (blue) when expressed from the original vector (pET28a\(^{\text{pLysS}}\)) or vectors where the 5' Xhol site was changed (pET28a\(^{\text{DraI}}\) or pET28a\(^{\text{EcoRI}}\)). The constructs were transformed into the BL21(DE3)pLysS strain, and expression was induced with 1.0 mM IPTG for 5 h at 25 °C. To estimate the amount of protein produced (in mg/L), whole cell fluorescence was compared to a standard curve obtained with purified GFP. These estimates were not influenced by free GFP, as we only detected full-length fusion proteins when cellular extracts were analyzed by western blotting and in-gel fluorescence (Supporting Information Figure S2). Error bars represent the standard deviation from three biological replicates. Statistical significance was determined by an unpaired two-tailed Student's *t* test assuming unequal variance. Three stars indicate a probability of *P* < 0.001. Two stars indicate a probability of *P* < 0.01. (c) Prediction of mRNA stability around the AUG start codon (i.e., ‐20 to +37). The free energy (ΔG) associated with mRNA folding was calculated in kcal/mol using mFold\(^{40}\) and plotted against the expression level. Numbers correspond to clones described in (b).
The generality of our optimization step was demonstrated using four synthetic CDSs (Figure 3a). These CDSs had been codon-optimized by two different commercial vendors but still did not express to high levels. We also carried out the optimization step on nine additional CDSs, chosen from our membrane protein-TEV-GFP-His library (Figure 3b). In all of these

Figure 2. Optimization at the vector—coding sequence junction enables expression of CDSs that were previously thought to be difficult to express. (a) Overview of the random mutagenesis approach that generated libraries of vector—CDS junctions. Randomization of the six nucleotides upstream of the ATG allowed all possible nucleotides (denoted N), whereas the six nucleotides downstream were restricted to nucleotides that did not change the sequence of the encoded protein (denoted N*). (b) Overview of the workflow used to generate vector—coding sequence junctions. (c, d) Comparison of expression levels from 96 randomly selected clones in the pET28aOPT-araHWT-OPT and pET28aOPT-narKWT-OPT libraries (red and blue, respectively). The clones were assayed as described in Figure 1. The inset boxes show 96 randomly selected colonies of the original unoptimized clone (i.e., the mother plasmid).

Figure 3. Optimization of the vector—CDS junction increases expression of a range of CDSs. (a) Box and whisker plot showing the differences in expression from 96 clones in the pET28aOPT-araHWT-OPT and pET28aOPT-narKWT-OPT libraries, as well as libraries generated with synthetic versions of each CDS that had been optimized by commercial vendors.24 The top and bottom ends of the line represent the highest and lowest expression levels observed. Expression levels of the original unoptimized clones are marked with an asterisk (*). (b) Same as (a) except that the libraries were generated from nine additional CDSs from our previously synthesized library.32 These CDSs all encode E. coli membrane proteins.
experiments, we observed a range of expression levels when we created libraries of vector−CDS junctions and assayed 96 clones. These differences ranged from 339-fold (pET28OPT-araHSYN2-OUT) to 7-fold (pET28OPT-agaWOPT). Significantly, the optimization step invariably enabled us to identify clones that expressed to a higher level than that of the original unoptimized clone (see *).

To identify vector−CDS junctions that gave rise to high expression, we analyzed nucleotide sequences in the pET28aOPT-araHWT-OUT and pET28aOPT-narKWT-OUT libraries. In this experiment, we used fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) to sort clones from the libraries into six bins according to the GFP expression level (Figure 4a, left panel). This analysis indicated that the difference between the lowest and the highest expressing clones in the libraries was on the order of 1000-fold. We then used deep sequencing to determine the presence and frequency of different vector−CDS junctions in the different bins. The sequences from each bin were PCR-amplified using mixtures of barcoded oligonucleotides. Barcoded libraries were then pooled and sequenced on the Illumina sequencing platform. This combined FACS and high-throughput sequencing approach is referred to as FACS-seq, and it allowed us to identify 13 914 (56% of possible total) and 25 861 (53% of possible total) unique vector−CDS junctions from each of the pET28aOPT-araHWT-OUT and pET28aOPT-narKWT-OUT libraries, respectively (Supporting Information Tables S1 and S2). For each identified sequence with more than 100 reads distributed across the bins in the FACS-seq data set, we estimated the GFP expression level by computing the weighted average of bin mean GFP levels using normalized frequencies of the sequence across the bins as weights (see Methods). These estimates were validated by randomly assaying 41 clones across the six bins using a plate reader (Figure 4a, right panel).

Next, we sought to identify sequence characteristics in the vector−CDS junctions that contributed to low or high expression in the pET28aOPT-araHWT-OUT and pET28aOPT-narKWT-OUT libraries. We noted a trend between expression level in the FACS-seq experiment and mRNA stability (ΔG) around the AUG start codon (i.e., −20 to +37) in the pET28aOPT-araHWT-OUT library was calculated using mFold40 and plotted against the expression level obtained by FACS-Seq. The red line is a running average over 100 samples. Right panel, GC-content in the pET28aOPT-araHWT-OUT library was plotted against the expression level obtained by FACS-Seq. (c) Same as (b) except that the pET28aOPT-narKWT-OUT library was analyzed.

Figure 4. FACS-seq of vector−CDS junctions indicate that relaxed mRNA structure and low GC content are important, but not the only, determinants of expression. (a) Left panel, pET28aOPT-araHWT-OUT and pET28aOPT-narKWT-OUT cell libraries were mixed and sorted into six bins (P2−P7) by FACS. PCR amplicons covering the vector−CDS junction from each bin were then sequenced. Right panel, 41 colonies from the bins were randomly picked, and fluorescence was measured in a plate reader (Supporting Information Table S3). These values correlated with the expression values assigned from FACS-seq (R² = 0.78) and thus validated our approach. (b) Left panel, analysis of mRNA stability (ΔG) around the AUG start codon (i.e., −20 to +37) in the pET28aOPT-araHWT-OUT library was calculated using mFold40 and plotted against the expression level obtained by FACS-Seq. The red line is a running average over 100 samples. Right panel, GC-content in the pET28aOPT-araHWT-OUT library was plotted against the expression level obtained by FACS-Seq. (c) Same as (b) except that the pET28aOPT-narKWT-OUT library was analyzed.
TIR when we analyzed the sequences with mFold (Figure 4b,c, left panels). We also observed a nucleotide bias in the sequences that gave high expression. Specifically, those vector–CDS junctions with a GC content below 40% gave higher levels of expression (Figure 4b,c, right panels). These observations are consistent with a large body of work suggesting that mRNA structure and GC content around the AUG start codon could affect translation initiation and therefore protein production.\textsuperscript{13–17,29,30} However, it is important to note that many outliers were present, indicating that other variables contribute to high expression. One of these variables could be synonymous codon choice; however, our libraries sampled only a few amino acids and thus lack the diversity required to assess codon choice comprehensively.

In this study, we designed a one-step optimization approach that selectively modified the junction that is formed between a vector and the 5′ end of a coding sequence during cloning. In the optimization, we modified the six nucleotides upstream of the start codon, which is where cloning scars would normally be. We also modified synonymous codons in the second and third positions of the CDS as they have been shown to affect expression.\textsuperscript{24–27} Thus, the modified region encompassed a large proportion of the TIR but not the SD sequence. When the libraries were screened, we noted a wide range of expression levels. In most experiments, we could identify clones with significantly higher expression than that of the original unoptimized clone.

The approach is simple and inexpensive, requiring only a single PCR that could be implemented during cloning or in a postcloning optimization step (as we have done here). We therefore believe that it could become an important part of the molecular biology toolbox, which can be used in conjunction with other tools for protein production, such as optimized genetic elements, synthetically designed genes, and strains selected for high expression. The downside to the approach is the need for screening methods to identify clones that lead to high expression. In this study, we used a translation fusion to a fluorescent protein; however, the reporter protein could also be translationally coupled (see ref 34).

On-going work aims to better understand the molecular code for designing vector–CDS junctions that result in high expression, as it would eliminate the need for screening. Data presented here from \textit{circa} 1700 vector–CDS junctions (representing two CDSs) indicated that that low GC content and relaxed mRNA stability (ΔG) in this region were important, but not the only, variables to consider for high expression. Additional experiments that consider different synonymous and nonsynonymous codons in the 5′ end might provide this insight. There may also be as yet unknown parameters that need to be considered.

### METHODS

#### Molecular Cloning.

All CDSs were harbored in a vector derived from \textit{pET28a} (called \textit{pET28a}\textsubscript{Opt} here and \textit{pGFpE} elsewhere), as previously described.\textsuperscript{24,32} They were genetically fused at the 3′ end to a sequence that encoded the tobacco-etch virus (TEV) protease recognition site, green fluorescent protein (GFP), and an octa-histidine purification tag (His\textsubscript{8}). Site-directed mutagenesis was performed using the QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene), and constructs were verified by DNA sequencing (Eurofins MWG Operon, Germany).

Libraries of different vector–CDS junctions were amplified from the original clone using a reverse primer located in the \textit{pET28a}\textsubscript{Opt} vector (‘5′-TCTCTTTTCTAAAAATTAATTCTAGAGGGGAATTGTTATCCG-3′) and a degenerate forward primer. The forward primer contained the following design principles: (1) The six nucleotides upstream of the AUG start codon were changed in all possible combinations. (2) The six nucleotides downstream of the AUG start codon were changed in combinations that allowed for all synonymous codon substitutions. (3) The flanking regions were 16–23 nucleotides. (4) The 5′ end of the forward primer matched the 5′ end of the reverse primer (15 nucleotides) so that the PCR products could circularize by homologous recombination when transformed into \textit{E. coli}. Note that in some cases it was not possible to design a single forward primer, so two primers were used and PCR products were mixed. Amplification by PCR was carried out using Q5 polymerase (New England Biolabs) in a program that consisted of 95 °C for 2 min and then 30 cycles of 95 °C for 45 s, 45–68 °C for 45 s (using a gradient block), and 72 °C for 6.5 min. A final elongation step of 68 °C was carried out for 12 min. Q5 polymerase is a high-fidelity polymerase whose error rate is so low that it is difficult to measure in a statistically significant manner (see manufacturer specifications); thus, we do not believe that PCR errors in the coding sequence or vector contribute to differences in expression levels. Following the PCR, 40 units of \textit{DpnI} were added to 20 μL of the PCR product, and it was then transferred into the \textit{E. coli} strain MC1061 (to facilitate circularization). The transformation was transferred to 100 mL of Luria–Bertani (LB) media containing 50 μg/mL kanamycin and 34 μg/mL chloramphenicol and incubated at 37 °C with shaking for 16 h. Purification of the plasmid library was carried out using the E.Z.N.A. DNA midi kit (Omega Biotek). To ensure that there was significant diversity in the library, we plated a small aliquot and sequenced the DNA isolated from five random colonies. In every case, we received five different sequences.

#### Expression.

Plasmids and plasmid libraries were transformed into BL21(\textit{DE3})\textit{pLysS} using standard protocols. Overnight cultures were prepared by inoculating a single colony in 800 μL of LB liquid media containing 50 μg/mL kanamycin and 34 μg/mL chloramphenicol. Cultures were incubated in a 2.2 mL 96-well plate at 37 °C with shaking for 16 h. Cultures were then back-diluted (1:50) into 5 mL of LB plus antibiotics in a 24-well growth plate and incubated as before until an OD\textsubscript{600} of approximately 0.3 was reached. Expression was induced by addition of 1.0 mM isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) and incubation for 5 h at 25 °C with shaking. The OD\textsubscript{600} was measured, and cells were harvested by centrifugation at 3220 g for 10 min, resuspended in buffer [50 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, 200 mM NaCl, 15 mM EDTA], and transferred to a 96-well optical bottom plate. Fluorescence was read in a Spectramax Gemini (Molecular Devices) at an excitation wavelength of 485 nm and an emission wavelength of 513 nm. The amount of GFP produced (in mg/L) was calculated using a standard curve obtained from purified GFP mixed with whole cells (to account for quenching). When the \textit{pET28a}\textsubscript{Opt-araH}\textsubscript{WT/OPT} and \textit{pET28a}\textsubscript{Opt-nark}\textsubscript{WT/OPT} libraries were assayed, the five most highly expressed and five most poorly expressed clones were selected that we could ensure that there was diversity in the experiment. In every case, we received 10 different sequences.
In-Gel Fluorescence and Western Blotting. A volume of cells corresponding to an OD_{600} of 0.2 units was collected, resuspended in Laemmli loading buffer, and analyzed by 12% SDS-PAGE. Fluorescence emitting from the SDS-PAGE was detected using a LAS-1000 (Fuji Film). The gel was then immediately transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane using a semidy transfer-blot apparatus (Bio-Rad) and probed with an antibody against purified GFP. Antibody binding was detected using an anti-rabbit IgG horseradish peroxidase-linked whole antibody (from donkey) and a SuperSignal West femto luminol/enhancer solution (Thermo Scientific).

Cell Sorting of Libraries with FACS. pET28a^{OPT-araHWT} and pET28a^{OPT-narKWT} plasmid libraries were transformed into BL21(DE3)pLysS, and protein expression was induced as described above. Subsequently, cell libraries were mixed and sorted by FACS into different bins according to their level of fluorescence. Six gates were defined to sort the libraries, and a total of 10^4 cells were sorted in each gate with precision single-cell mode at a rate of approximately 1500 events per second. The collected cells were grown overnight in 2 mL of LB liquid medium containing 50 μg/mL kanamycin. For each of the sorted pools, 1 mL of cell culture was stored at −80 °C and 1 mL was harvested for plasmid DNA preparation.

High-Throughput Sequencing and Analysis. The plasmids in the collected cells were isolated and used for PCR amplification, as previously described. Specifically, barcoded primers containing overhang sequences compatible with Illumina Nextera XT indexing (Supporting Information Table S4) were used to amplify 185 base pair DNA fragments containing the vector–CDS junction regions for each of the sorted pools. Amplification by PCR was carried out using Phusion hot start II HF Pfu polymerase (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in a program that consisted of 98 °C for 30 s and then 25 cycles of 98 °C for 10 s, 50–60 °C for 30 s (using a gradient block), and 72 °C for 30 s, with a final elongation step at 72 °C for 10 min. Following PCR amplification, amplicons were purified using AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter, CA) and pooled in equal quantities to a total amount of 1 μg. Sequencing adapters were integrated into the amplicons by PCR (98 °C for 3 min and then 25 cycles of 95 °C for 30 s, 55 °C for 30 s, and 72 °C for 30 s, with a final elongation step at 72 °C for 5 min) using Illumina Nextera XT Index (Illumina no. FC-131-1001). Deep sequencing was performed on a MiSeq benchtop sequencer (Illumina, San Diego, CA) using 151 bp paired-end reads.

Illumina sequencing data was analyzed by first merging the paired end reads using Flash (minimum overlap 40 bp; maximum overlap 150 bp) and then extracting the relevant variable sequence fragment using qimr (removing sequences smaller than the desired 15 bp) were (Illumina no. FC-131-1001). Deep sequencing was performed on a MiSeq benchtop sequencer (Illumina, San Diego, CA) using 151 bp paired-end reads.

The sequences of the vector–CDS junctions in individual isolated, and the region of interest was Sanger-sequenced. Finally, a total of 41 different plasmids were identified and transformed into BL21(DE3)pLysS to analyze protein expression. The sequences of the vector–CDS junctions in individual isolates are shown in Supporting Information Table S3.

Free Energy Measurements. The free energy (ΔG) associated with mRNA folding was calculated in kcal/mol using mFold with default settings in a window from −20 to +37 relative to the A of the AUG start codon.
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